The Madox Brown si oocl apart, a character, and a peculiarly Eng-English lish one. He had something in common with Hogarth, with genius Borrow and Doughty, a something' rough, insular and stubborn, a racial savour which links early Britain wilh modern England. Even more peculiarly insular was "William Blake, so insular that his genius has been little understood abroad,
I remember being chid by Laurence Binyon when, in a little book on Goya which I wrote at his request for a series lie was editing—this was in 1896--! spoke slightingly of Blake as an artist. 1 was soon of another mind about his genius, and was surprised to find Rickctts somewhat cool over Blake's compositions, In my Romanes lecture at Oxford 1 referred to Blake as 'an artist whose daring conceptions astonish as do Turner's. It was, until lately, said of Blake that he could not draw; that his art: is more akin to literature than to painting that he was not, indeed, an artist at all Now in his late illustrations to Dante especially he is seen as an avatar, a great forerunner of a later day, when virtue lies not in the eye, we are told, but in the subconscious self. Blake by no means lacked a sense of form. On the contrary, he invented extravagantly original forms of his own, based, as is often the case with English artists, in part upon the work of other painters, in part on his own extraordinary vision. Content inevitably creates its own form. Blake's forms were dictated by his own burning mind. They are swift and dynamic, as though rejected by the explosive force of his inner ecstasy, light and graceful when his mood is lyrical, terrible in their power when his spirit is wrapped in the prophet's mantle. Blake with no sense of form! Blake who conceived a whole mythology and invented shapes solid enough to contain the dynamic pressure of his passionate mental creations!5
Binyon has a just appreciation of Blake; also of his followers, Linnell, Calvert and Palmer* At the exhibition of English Art to which Binyon refers in his letter was a masterly drawing, a self portrait, by Palmer, whom I had hitherto known only as a poetical painter of landscape, 200

